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Many molecular magnets rely on "through space" interactions to order spins in one or 
more dimensions; as a consequence, such solids invariably exhibit spontaneous bulk magne
tization only at very low temperatures (often well below 30 K).1-3 In order to obtain magnets 
with higher bulk ordering temperatures, the spin centers must be linked covalently in all three 
dimensions. For many inorganic solids that can be classified as three-dimensional (30) · 
polymers, however, it is difficult or impossible to design paramagnetic molecular building 
blocks that can be polymerized under mild conditions to yield the desired lattice. Thus, the 
development of molecular magnets with high ordering temperatures depends crucially on the 
identification of appropriate building blocks that can be used to construct solids with efficient 
exchange coupling pathways in three dimensions. 

s ·olids related to Prussian blue (Fe~[Fell(CN)6h·xH20) are ideal candidates for the 
preparation of molecular-based magnets: they can be easily prepared at room temperature 
from well-characterized cyanometalate building blocks, the metal centers are linked cova
lently into a 30 network, and a wide range of metals with different spin states and oxidation 
states can be substituted into the lattice.4-13 These features allow control over both the nature 
and magnitude of the local exchange interaction. Prussian blue is itself ferromagnetic at low 
temperature, but its rather low magnetic ordering temperature (Tc= 5.6 K)15 is a conse
quence of the diamagnetism of half of the metal centers (the low-spin Fe2+ centers .. which 
occupy the strong ligand-field sites). Solids with the Prussian blue structure, but with param
agnetic transition metals in both the M and M' sites, should exhibit ordering temperatures 
much higher than 5.6 K since the distance between paramagnetic spin carriers is reduced 
from just over 10 A (in· Prussian blue) t<;> around 5 A. Analogs of Prussian blue, of the gen-

. eral formula A 11M[M'(CN)61m·xH20 (where A is an alkali metal cation),. are easily prepared 
by reaction of hexacyanometalates with transition metal cations. Typically these compounds 
adopt face-centered cubic (fee) lattices with linear M'-CN-M-NC-M' bridges along the edge 
of the unit cell (Figure 1).14 Form = 1, there are two types of octahedral metal sites in the 
fee lattice: strong ligand-field sites (M'C6 coordination environments) and weak ligand-field 
sites (MN6 coordination environments). Form< l, the M' sites are fractionally occupied; 
the M centers surrounding the vacant sites have one (or more) water molecules in their coor
dination spheres. Zeolitic water molecules and/or charge balancing cations generally occupy 
the interstitial sites in the face-centered cubic unit cell. 

Figure I. The face-centered cubic unit cell of Prussian blue analogues 
AnM[M '(CN)6]m•xH20. 
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The nature of the superexchange interactions in Prussian blue analogues is easily un
derstood in terms of the symmetries of the magnetic orbitals present on adjacent metal cen
ters. 5,8,11 For a Prussian blue structure, magnetic orbitals on adjacent metal centers M and 
M' will contribute to the superexchange as follows: eg-eg and t2g-t2_g combinations (if pre
sent) have nonzero overlap and give rise to antiferromagnetic contributions; eg-t~ combina
tions (if present) have zero overlap and give rise to ferromagnetic contributions. If a metal 
center contains unpaired electrons in both its eg and t2g orbitals it will interact with a param
agnetic neighbor to generate both ferromagnetlc and antiferromagnetic exchange contribu
tions to the superexchange. The net interaction is simply the sum of the ferromagnetic and 

Table I. Structural and magnetic data for new polynuclear cyanometalates. 

Compound a/A TNIK ca 0JKh Couplingc. Ref 

(NE14)o_4MnII [V 11(CN)4 Oo.5Jo.85·1.2H 20 NIC 230 2.4 160 AF 10,11,13 

Kl.4Mnll[VIl(CN)6Jo.s5•1.3H20 NIC 162 4.3 -23 AF 13 

Rb1.4Mn11[VIl(CN)61o.85"1.1H20 10.69 151 3.5 -2.0 AF 13 

Cs2Mnil[VIl(cN}6] 10.66 126 11.5 -250 AF 10,11,13 

K2Mnll[Mn11(CN)6] 10.15 41 4.9 -19 AF 9,11 

CsNill[Mnill(CN)6]· lH20 10.42 42 2.96 54 F 11,12 

Nill3[Mnill(CN)6h· 12H20 10.29 30 8.01 42 F 11,12 

CsMnll[Mnill(CN)6]·1'2H20 10.69 31 6.2 -32 AF 9,11,12 

MnII3[Mnlli(CN)61z· l 2H20 10.62 37 16 -39 AF 9,11,12 

a cm3 K mol-1. b Negative Weiss constants are characteristic of lociil antiferromagnetic 
interactions while positive Weiss constants are characteristic of local ferromagnetic 

interactions; 9 is defined from the equation X = C/(f- 0). c Abbreviations used: F = 
ferromagnetic, AF = antiferromagnetic, NI = Not Indexed. 

antiferromagnetic contributions, and for polynuclear cyanometalates the antiferromagnetic 
contributions dominate.5,8,10,11 

Since the magnetic phase transition temperature is directly proportional to the magni
tude of the exchange interaction between adjacent spin centers, it should be possible to in
crease the magnetic ordering temperature in ferrimagnetic Prussian blue analogues by in
creasing the intrinsic strength of the antiferromagnetic coupling.16 As the antiferromagnetic 
exchange interactions in Prussian blue analogues propagate principally through the empty 7t* 
orbitals of the cyanide ligands, 6,8,10,11 substituting into the structure metals that have high
energy (and more radially expanded) tzg orbitals, viz., early transition metals in lower oxida
tion states, should increase the magnetic phase transition temperature by increasing the extent 
of 7t-backbonding into the cyanide 7t* orbitals. 

We have utilized this approach to prepare a number of molecular-based magnets re
lated to Prussian blue.9-13 The structural and magnetic data for these polynuclear cyanomet
alates are reported in Table 1, which is organized from top to bottom according to the metal 
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present in the strong ligand-field site. The highest magnetic ordering temperatures are ob
served for those compounds which contain low-valent vanadium centers substituted into the 
strong ligand-field sites.10,11 One such compound, Rb1.4Mnll[VIl(CN)6]· 1. lH20, is 
particularly interesting; a comparison of the magnetic ordering temperature of Rb1.4MnIL 
[VIl(CN)6lo.&s· l. lH20 with those of CsMnll[Crfil(CN)6]·H206 and Mnll[MnlV (CN)6]
·xH20S illustrates the extent to which the magnetic ordering temperature is enhanced by 
substitution of low-valent vanadium centers into the strong ligand-field sites. All three 
compounds have d5 MnII centers in the weak ligand-field sites and d3 metal centers in the 
strong ligand-field sites; the principal difference is that the energies of the t1g orbitals in the 
latter sites decrease as the metal changes from vn to erm to MnlV. The relative magnetic 
ordering temperatures of 130, 90, and 49 K for Rb1.4MnII[VIl(CN)61o.ss·l.lH20, CsMnII
[Crill(CN)6]·H20, and Mnil[MnIV (CN)6]·xH20, respectively, clearly show that substitution 
of transition metals with higher energy (and more radially expanded) t1g orbitals into the 
strong ligand-field sites leads to higher magnetic phase transition temperatures. As the back
bonding with the cyanide x• orbitals becomes more effective, the coupling between the adja
cent spin centers increases.10,11 

A second example of a vanadium-based polynuclear cyanometalate is the compound 
(NE14)o.4MnII[VIl(CN)40o.s1o.s·l.2H20, which is prepared by treatment of (NEt4)4[V(CN)6] 
with Mn(OS02CF3)2(CH3CN)2.10,11 The ferrirnagnetic phase transition temperature of 230 
K, as shown in Fi~e 2, is among the highest reported for any molecular-based magnetic 
material. Only two other molecular magnets exhibit higher magnetic ordering temperatures: 
Miller's V(tcne)2·xCH2Ch compound CTN estimated to be-400 K),17 and Verdaguer's 
cyanochromate [Cr5(CN)12]·10H20 CTN= 240 K).8 

The powder X-ray diffraction pattern of (NEt4)0.4Mnil[VIl(CN)40o.slo.s·l.2H20 
clearly shows that the sample is polycrystalline but that it does not adopt a/cc lattice. The 
non-cubic powder diffraction pattern and the 4: 1 cyanide-to-vanadium ratio both suggest that 
-the structure of (NE14}04Mnlf[VII(CN)40o.51o.s·l.2H20 is more complex than that of its/cc 
analogue Rbi.4MnD[vtt(CN)6lo.ss· l. lH20 . . 

The orbital model invoked to explain the superexchange interactions affords insights 
that allow us to prepare magnetically ordered solids with specifically tailored magnetic ex
change interactions. 
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Figure 2. Temperature dependence of µerr for (NEl4)o.4Mnil[VII(CN)40o.5lo.8 • l .2H20 in an 
applied magnetic field of 50 G. The sharp rise in lleff at 230 K indicates the onset uf long
range magnetic ordering. 
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For example, ferromagnets can be prepared by addition of nickel(ll) salts (t2g6eg2) to low
spin cyanometalates with fewer than six d-electrons),11,12 The compound 
Nill3[Mnill(CN)6h·12H20, prepared by addition of Ni2+ to [Mn(CN)63-] (t284e80), is such a 
ferromagnet Low field magnetization measurements show that the magnetic ordering tem
perature is 30 K. The stoichiometry of this material requires that vacancies be present in the 
lattice: only 2/3 of the M~ sites are occupied. 

Since the magnetic phase transition temperature is also proportional to the number of 
nearest neighbors. it should be possible to increase the magnetic phase transition temperature 
in NiII3[Mnill(CN)6h·12H20 by filling the vacancies in the three-dimensional bridging 
framework.18 By carrying out the reaction of Nill and Mnill(CN)63- in the presence of a · 
cesium salt, the 1: 1 product CsNill[Mnill(CN)6]•H20 is obtained; in this material, all the 
metal lattice sites are occupied.11,12 Variable temperature magnetic measurements reveal 
that CsNiil(Mnill(CN)6]·H20 orders magnetically at 42K, a 12 K increase relative to 
Nill3[Mnill(CN)6h·12H20. This increase illustrates the benefits of a vacancy-free frame
work in these polynuclear cyanometalates. 

The preparation of inorganic solids from hexacyanometalate molecular building 
blocks has led to a general route for the preparation of materials with high magnetic ordering 
temperatures. Through the appropriate choice of molecular building blocks (i.e., by consider
ing the symmetry properties of the magnetic orbitals on the adjacent spin carriers). solids that 
exhibit ferromagnetic or ferrimagnetic behavior can be prepared. While site vacancies lead 
to reductions in the magnetic ordering temperature, large increases in TN can be achieved by 
substituting into the lattice metals that backbond strongly into the cyanide 1t* orbitals (i.e., 
early transition metals in low oxidation states). An understanding of the electronic and 
structural factors that favor strong coupling between adjacent spin carriers has led to the 
preparation of molecular-based magnetic materials with magnetic phase transition tempera
tures over 200 K. Clearly, remarkable progress is being made toward the preparation of a 
room temperature molecular-based magnet and further improvements in TN can be expected 
in the near future. 
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